Overdiagnosis of Psychiatric Disability: Complaisance, Advocacy, Fraud or Ignorance?
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Abstract

Increasing prevalence of work disability claims

Work disability is often a more complex phenomenon than it may look at first glance. In fact, work disability relates to the interaction of a multitude of systems like the workplace system, the legislative and insurance systems, the health care system and the employee’s/worker’s/claimant’s/patient’s personal coping system [1].
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Over the last twenty years we have been informed by the World Health Organization that there would be an increasing prevalence of depression in the general population [2]. Also, in the United States of America, the estimated lifetime prevalence of mental health disorders would be around 25% [3]. So, near to one quarter of the U.S. population will present a mental health disorder during his/her life. Of course, we know that depending on the measures used, the prevalence of mental health disorders may differ from one country to the other e.g. Statistics Canada (2013) evaluates the prevalence of mental health disorders in Canada at around 3.9%. Also, Statistics Canada identified that with aging, there is an increasing prevalence of co-morbidity of mental disorders with physical disorders [4].

Not only can we notice an increase of mental health disorders but the US Social Security Administration [5] noticed that between 1961 and 2011 there was an increase from 9.6 to 19.2% of the prevalence of new workers disability claims. Accordingly, the OECD [6] identified a significant increase in the number of new worker disability claims in 9 European countries, from 1999 to 2009. These days, more and more workers work till they reach an older age with the accompanying progressive chronic disability [7]. So, physicians and other health professionals will eventually be more often confronted to the need to assess work disability.

As an independent medical examiner, I have noticed, like many of my colleagues doing Independent medical examinations (IMEs), that we often meet examinees who are put on sick leave by their treating physician, even though there is no medical evidence of total invalidity (which is the most frequent required condition to be accepted by collective insurance plans). We also often noticed that when the patient says he/she feels not ready to return to work (RTW) even for different non-medical reasons (e.g. problem with superiors or colleagues), they still are put on sick leave by their physicians. It then raises a simple question: How does the General Practitioners (GPs) evaluate their patient’s disability?

We also often see situations where the RTW is postponed by a nurse practitioner or family medicine resident or another health professional, while on file the GP’s documents are recommending RTW. Also, in many cases, the GP maintains the patient’s disability leave
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till he/she comes back from vacation, with or without a medical condition supporting the maintenance on sick leave during that period. Sometimes examinees also report that their GP said to him/her that he/she indicate that he/she will write “major depression” on the sick note, just to make sure the patient will receive insurance benefits. In other cases, the GP writes that he/she “feels” the patient work environment is toxic but, at the same time, gives 80% at Global Assessment of Functioning (DSM-IV-TR). There are even more similar reasons which again raise the initial question: How does the GPs (medically) evaluate their patient’s disability? Let us look at reasons for discrepancies in the diagnosis of sick leave for a mental health disorder.

**Could the overdiagnosis of psychological disorders complicate the problem of work disability assessment?**

With the publication of DSM-5, in 2013, many authors raised issues around psychiatric diagnosis. Among them, Dr. Joel Paris, from McGill University in Montreal, Canada, published an interesting book entitled “The intelligent clinician’s guide to the DSM-5” [8]. Like many other authors, he noticed that: often clinicians do not read the definition of mental disorder in the DSM (re: severity of symptoms); clinicians mostly use heuristics and rely on “impressions” and give a diagnosis not based on the specific DSM diagnostic criteria; normal reactions are then becoming “psychiatric”. So, he notices a trend toward overdiagnosis in psychiatry [9,10].

**Increasing prevalence of depression**

Rait [11] studied the potential factors explaining the reported increase of prevalence of depression in the UK. They demonstrated that clinicians most often do not use rigorously the classification diagnostic criteria, but rely on patient’s report of symptoms, which then gives a false impression of increased prevalence of depression.

Another aspect which may potentially influence the reported increase of work disability for mental health problems is that many mental health professionals often forget (or do not know how) to distinguish 3 distinct aspects of the alleged disability context: 1) the medical diagnosis; 2) handicap/functional limitations, 3) the definition of disability (which differs according to the insurance contract, the union agreement, etc).

So, many GPs do not distinguish psychiatric diagnosis from the diagnosis of psychiatric disability. Simply said, they do not do a specific disability assessment. In fact, disability assessment, or disability diagnosis, differs from the diagnosis of a mental disorder. Hence a patient with adjustment disorder may be totally invalid to work, while a patient with major depression may still be fit to work or not qualify to the clauses of an insurance contract for “disability”.

We must recognize that even for IME experts the diagnosis of work disability is not always easy (re: sources of variation causing low inter-rater reliability in medical evaluations [12]). It may be due to the interaction between expert and claimant, to experts obtaining different information as a result of asking different questions. There may be observation variance where experts differ in what they notice and remember when presented with the same information. There may be interpretation variance where experts differ in the importance they attach to what is observed. There may be criterion variance where experts use different criteria to score the same information. There may be variance between subject and within expert with claimant variance i.e. true differences exist in the claimant when claimants say different things to each expert or when claimants truly change between a first and a second interview. There may be expert variance where experts differ in their understanding of the demands of a certain job on the workers’ capacities and of the consequences of functional limitations on work performance. Also, experts may differ in their personal value system on what level of effort, endurance, and discomfort can reasonably be expected by a claimant. Finally, experts may differ in their understanding of the legal requirements on a medical expertise that could affect their medical judgment.

But, let us go back to 3 common sources of variances explaining the trend by clinicians to more easily give work disability diagnosis: 1) sympathy bias can be described by the position of the physician who is in a helping relationship and wants the best for his/her patient,

but do not specifically look for other factors which may influence the patient's report; 2) patient advocacy role where the clinician feel sorry for a patient's difficult situation as reported by the patient; 3) good medicine perception (therapeutic bias?) where the physician spontaneously wants to protect his/her patient, even though they only have one version of the facts.

To decrease those sources of variance, physicians could try strive toward an objective and comprehensive assessment and management of the patient's condition with detailed evaluation of the patient's functioning in different situations (at home, at work, in social situations) with collateral information and do a comparative functional assessment after obtaining the evaluatee's job description.

**Overdiagnosis, or mis-diagnosis, of mental health disability: How should we deal with it?**

Since overdiagnosis, or at least mis-diagnosis, of mental health disability likely exists, how should we consider the situation? How should we deal with it? Is it “complaisance” i.e. does it relate to the situation where the physician writes unverified information, without a rigorous medical examination which supports disability, simply because the physician wants to help his patient and take side. That situation is often referred in the literature as “Gaming the System”.

Is this a form of fraud? Should physicians filling disability notes without medical evidence be civilly sued, since someone else pays for the patient’s sick leave? Should the physician be sued professionally? Or is all this a simple question of ignorance?

Experience shows that suing is time consuming, costly, and does not have a large impact on the general practice of clinicians [13,14]. If we approach the over- or mis-diagnosis of work disability assessment as simple ignorance, we can consider that when a physician writes a sick note, he/she may not realize that he/she declares that, according to his/her objective medical assessment, the patient has a medical condition supporting work disability. Do treating physicians really know the impacts of the sick note they have signed. Do clinicians really give an “informed medical opinion?”

According to some authors, the problem is not new one. For example, Dr. Liza Gold, a well-known American forensic psychiatrist wrote, already in 2009, about the “Gap in Mental Health Disability Evaluations”, reporting: As the numbers of disability and other work capacity evaluations has increased over the years, the gap in mental health disability training has become increasingly problematic. The lack of postgraduate and continuing education training opportunities has resulted in a distressing variability in the quality of disability and other occupational capacity evaluations. Clinicians utilize idiosyncratic methods, which lack grounding in the available data regarding mental health and work dysfunction and which increase the risk of the influence of bias, particularly advocacy bias, influencing opinions [15-36].

**Conclusion**

Over the last thirty years there has been an observed major increase of psychiatric diagnosis and of psychiatric work disability.

The issue of overdiagnosis of work disability and the reasons behind that situation also raise some ethical issues. Does a treating physician have a duty only to the patient, or also a duty to the profession, a duty to society, since someone will pay for it?

Like numerous authors, I strongly believe that it is important to prevent the risk of mis- or over-diagnosis of work disability, and that investing into the education of medical students and physicians on disability issues is a must.
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